The Telepathic Phone: Frictionless Activity Recognition from WiFi-RSSI
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Abstract—We investigate the use of WiFi Received Signal Strength Information (RSSI) at a mobile phone for the recognition of situations, activities and gestures. In particular, we propose a device-free and passive activity recognition system that does not require any device carried by the user and uses ambient signals. We discuss challenges and lessons learned for the design of such a system on a mobile phone and propose appropriate features to extract activity characteristics from RSSI. We demonstrate the feasibility of recognising activities, gestures and environmental situations from RSSI obtained by a mobile phone. The case studies were conducted over a period of about two months in which about 12 hours of continuous RSSI data was sampled, in two countries and with 11 participants in total. Results demonstrate the potential to utilise RSSI for the extension of the environmental perception of a mobile device as well as for the interaction with touch-free gestures. The system achieves an accuracy of 0.51 while distinguishing as many as 11 gestures and can reach 0.72 on average for four more disparate ones.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile phones are a popular sensing platform for the multitude of sensors they incorporate and for their status as personal device kept close to or on the body [1], [2]. However, these mobile sensing platforms focus on inertial motion to recognize physical activity. When a device is no longer worn on the body, its sensing capabilities are greatly reduced. Indeed, although people are in the same room with their mobile device almost 90% of the time, their device is within arms reach less than 55% of a day [3], [4]. Therefore, the mobile phone can hardly serve as a continuous sensing platform with sensors such as accelerometers or gyroscopes.

To still obtain information about situations or activities, we need to exploit sensors that react on ambient stimuli. Possible choices are video [5], or audio for the classification of device-locations based on audio signatures [6] as well as localisation via audio-based fingerprinting [7]. However, video is restricted by the sensor’s field of vision while audio is limited to general locations or situations [8].

We propose the use of another environmental sensor: the wireless interface to the Radio Frequency (RF) channel. By monitoring the fluctuation in the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) that is calculated at a receiver for each incoming packet, we attempt to classify the situation (e.g. crowd size), activities or gestures performed in proximity of a mobile phone (See figure 1). This approach allows operation even when the device is not carried by the user but near to her – a scenario where most activity recognition systems fail.

We can utilise RSSI also in dark or quiet environments when audio or video might not provide sufficient information. In urban spaces, WiFi connectivity can be presumed (cf. section V-A). In addition, RF might be perceived as less privacy intrusive when compared to audio or video.

While there is some work on the device-free recognition of activities from RF-channel fluctuation [9], [10], [11], these systems require sophisticated Software Defined Radio (SDR) devices in order to obtain frequency domain features. In contrast, we attempt to utilise signal strength fluctuation on off-the-shelf mobile phone hardware and from ambient WiFi traffic. On such devices, already the capturing of RSSI data in sufficient frequency is challenging. In addition, the data captured is less accurate and bursty. We discuss necessary pre-processing as well as the design of features suitable for highly bursty and low-resolution environmental RSSI data together with the final recognition step. In case studies we demonstrate the potential and limitations of using RSSI for recognition. The contributions of this work are:

1) System design and definition of feature space for RSSI-based “frictionless” recognition
2) Analysis of RSSI-influencing factors in a controlled setting (e.g. direction, distance)
3) Feasibility study of situation, activity, and gesture recognition with off-the-shelf mobile phones.

Our results indicate that RF-based sensing of environmental situations, crowd and individual activity provides additional information for activity or context classification tools.
II. RELATED WORK

Device-free RF-based recognition was introduced by Youssef and others [12] as the localisation of an entity not equipped with any transmitter or receiver. In recent years, some groups work in this direction using hardware that ranges from SDR devices [13], laptop-class computers [14] over sensor nodes [15] or RFID tags [16] and achieve high accuracies of about 1 meter. This work is also related to a considerable body of practical and theoretical results on passive radar (cf. [17], [18] and references therein) where vehicles and individuals are detected and tracked from signals such as HF radio, UHF television broadcasts or DAB, DVB and GSM.

Recognition utilising signals on the wireless channel has been generalised in [11] to activities and we can further imagine also situations [19], gestures [10] or attention [20] to be identified by RF-based device-free implementations. These systems can be grouped into active and passive approaches conditioned on the presence of an active transmitter. Most previous work in this direction uses SDR devices.

Kassem et al. sense traffic situations by tracking frequency and speed of passing cars that intercept the direct line of sight between a pair of nodes [21]. The authors of [11] classify simple activities in an SDR-based active device-free system by extracting and interpreting features from a continuous signal between two nodes. Their approach explores also the multipath effects induced by persons that are not intercepting the direct path between nodes. It was later demonstrated that also simultaneously conducted activities from multiple persons can be distinguished by leveraging purely signal-strength based features [22]. Furthermore, it was shown by Pu and others that simultaneous detection of gestures from multiple individuals is possible utilising multi-antenna nodes and micro Doppler fluctuations [10], [23]. In a related system, Adib and Katabi employ MIMO interference nulling and combine samples taken over time to achieve the same result while compensating for the missing spatial diversity in a single-antenna system [9].

While the above are active approaches that require a dedicated transmitter, Ding and others have presented a passive system leveraging RF noise from engines of vehicles [24]. In addition, Shi et al. recognised activities and locations from fluctuation in the signal strength of broadcast FM radio [25].

Also, active systems utilising non-SDR nodes have been studied. Most notably, Patwari and others estimated the breathing frequency of an individual surrounded by nodes from the RSSI of exchanged packets [26]. Following other directions, Xu et al. have counted crowd [27] from RSSI within a field of sensor nodes. Their unsupervised learning approach is able to predict the count of up to 10 stationary or moving individuals. Recently, the recognition of general activities from RSSI in a sensor network has been considered [28]. In particular, the activities standing, sitting, lying, walking and empty have been distinguished with an accuracy of 0.8-0.9.

For these studies, either a sophisticated SDR device or transmit-receive pairs of nodes were required. Both cases are hard to establish with end-user equipment in spontaneous use. We propose a usable RF-based device-free recognition approach on phones by leveraging received RSSI from packets of WiFi access points (APs). We are not aware of previous work on such RSSI-based passive device-free recognition system.

III. CAPTURING RSSI ON PHONES

In IEEE 802.11, data is exchanged in packets on 11 partly overlapping frequency channels. In normal communication, a WiFi receiver discards all packets not addressed to itself. However, we can force the interface into monitor mode to log all traffic. For each packet, the receiver calculates the signal strength from the 8 bit preamble. Due to the lower data rates, control packets differ in their estimated RSSI significantly.

While the APIs of contemporary mobile phone operating systems (OSs) provide means to access the RSSI, this information is averaged and refreshed at about 1 Hz only. Another access to the RSSI is possible via the interface directly with tools such as airdump-ng or tcpdump. This requires root permissions to access the interface in monitor mode.1 WiFi-firmware with sufficient access to relevant parameters is sparse. More severe even for mobile phones, most handsets implement a similar chipset family (e.g. Broadcom bcm4329, bcm4330(B1/B2), bcm4334, bcm4335) for which the default firmware does not provide access to the desired information (even as root). The only solution to avoid root access and which abstracts from this chipset family is via an external antenna2. However, this considerably extends the dimensions and complexity of the hardware, so that we decided against it. Instead, we used a modified firmware for the above mentioned chipset family [29] on a Nexus One phone running Cyanogen mod 7.2 and executed tcpdump on the interface in monitor mode to capture RSSI of packets. In monitor mode, no data can be transmitted and consequently no impact can be taken on the frequency in which packets are received. We can, however, adjust the channel we listen on and might utilise data from multiple APs transmitting on the same channel. In summary, while it is practically possible to monitor RSSI, the support of manufacturers for the operating systems to perform this out of the box is limited. However, we can track RSSI fluctuation with a modified OS, but without hardware modifications.

Figure 2 shows an exemplary snippet of sampled RSSI. In the experiments conducted, the RSSI usually ranged from -98dBm to -47dBm. Since the RSSI calculated for control packets differs, we disregarded them for the generation of this data. At the time of this recording, the phone was lying on a table within approximately 0.5 meters distance of a person sitting at that table. We observe that the data is very bursty. While there might be only one packet within 0.1 seconds at times, we can also observe five or more packets in the same interval. Clearly, when compared to SDR-based recognition systems that have direct access to the physical channel, the amount of information available from RSSI is severely reduced. Even compared to active RSSI-based systems that contain a transmitter omitting packets at high rate, our passive approach has to deal with more bursty traffic and a lower packet arrival rate. In addition, the granularity of RSSI is low. In our case, the 1dB granularity observed in the figure could not be improved for the WiFi interface.

We conclude that it would be hard to apply any curve fitting that could successfully predict the RSSI evolution at a higher sample rate.

1Monitor mode is obligatory in our case since otherwise the tool is executed in Ethernet emulation which does not provide RSSI information
2github.com/brycethomas/liber80211/blob/master/README.md
IV. Features for RSSI-based Recognition

Considering this structure of the data, we used simple features that express general properties such as the overall weight or mass as well as their spread. As a tribute to the bursty traffic, the low granularity (cf. figure 2) and a fluctuating packet arrival rate, we simply fixed non-overlapping windows of two seconds and then utilised all RSSI values that would arrive during this period for feature calculation. The window length was set to 2s since we aim to design a system that would be practically usable with a good response time. A higher accuracy can be achieved with increased window size or via majority votes over successively calculated features (cf. section V-A). In total, 18 different features have been considered. On a data set with the three basic cases

1) A phone lying on a table in an empty room
2) A phone lying on a table with a person moving
3) A person holding and handling the phone

we applied a feature selection from the orange data mining toolkit. From the remaining 9 features, we manually tweaked a combination that achieves good accuracy. Several combinations of mean, median, variance, maximum and the difference between minimum and maximum could achieve best and comparable classification results. For the case studies (section V), we decided for a combination of mean, variance, maximum and difference between maximum and minimum. For the gesture recognition, also the slope was considered.

V. Case Studies

We conducted case studies in indoor environments at ETH Zurich and TU Braunschweig (cf. figure 3). Occasionally the phone was connected to a computer via adb shell as an alternative to the slow on-screen keyboard which made no difference for the recorded data. All recordings were conducted multiple times and over several days. We intentionally altered the environments between recordings (e.g. moving furniture, placing the device slightly different).

Data was processed off-line. However, we have developed a toolchain for the processing and classification that is sufficiently lightweight to be executed on the phone in realtime. The tool groups packets for their source address (since the mean RSSI differs among senders) and disregards control packets (since also their RSSI level differs).

We now consider general RSSI properties and then investigate limits of RSSI-based recognition. The studies were conducted over two months in Braunschweig, Germany and Zurich, Switzerland. A total of 11 persons (9 male and 2 female; 26 to 37 years) have participated and overall about twelve hours of continuously sampled data has been produced.

First, we investigate properties of urban WiFi with respect to traffic and sampling rate (section V-A). Then, we study coarse characteristics with respect to the presence of a user (sections V-B, V-C, V-D and V-E). Finally, we provide experiments on fine-grained gesture recognition.

A. WiFi Traffic in Urban Spaces

For the recognition of activities and gestures from RSSI, the rate of incoming packets is essential since this is the rate of fluctuation induced by environmental stimuli. We sampled packets over some days at various locations in Zurich to estimate a typical rate of packets in urban places. Figure 4 shows the number of packets per second from the most active AP at various locations on all 11 WiFi channels.

The locations span a University building at two distinct floors, a dormitory, a café in the city center, the main train
station and a flat in a suburb of Zurich. Only the University locations share APs. All other locations are well separated over the city. All locations have characteristic properties. While the café has the most equally distributed traffic over all channels, in the dormitory, traffic is clustered in few channels. University locations feature few, heavily trafficked channels while at the suburban flat only few channels are frequented. In all cases, we find at least one channel with 10 or more packets per second from a single AP. While this most frequented channel might differ spatially, a brief scan easily reveals most suited channels.

Since the receiver has no impact on the packet arrival rate, it relies on traffic from other devices. We considered the impact of the RSSI samples per second on the classification accuracy. In the case study (cf. figure 3a), we distinguish an empty office with the mobile phone lying on a table, the same room with a person walking next to the table and a person holding and handling the phone. Recordings were taken over four days at different times of day. Each activity is sampled for five minutes in a row. This was repeated on each day twice for all activities.

Table Ia shows the classification accuracy (CA), information score (IS), Brier score and area under the ROC curve (AUC) [30], [31]. The IS measures how well a classifier learned a data set. It is higher when the correct class is predicted more often. Brier score measures the mean squared difference between a predicted probability for an outcome and the actual class. AUC is the probability that a classifier ranks a random positive instance higher than a random negative one.

For these results, we used a k-NN with $k = 20$ (best results reached with $k \in [10..20]$), and a 10-fold cross validation. While higher sample rates improve accuracy, also 10 to 15 samples per second allow an indication about a class. The Confusion matrix for 20 samples per second is depicted in table Ib. Observe that activity and holding suffer from slight confusion. In the empty room almost no confusion is seen. Then the signal is stable and not influenced by movement.

Fig. 3: Environments for our case studies. Surrounding furniture and objects were intentionally altered in all cases.
The classification accuracy is impacted by the sampling window size (cf. figure 5). A majority vote over three successive windows of 2 seconds can reach higher accuracy than a greater window size. However, since the system is more responsive with shorter windows, we choose 2s windows.

B. Distance to the phone

How does the distance to the sensing hardware impact the capability to detect an activity. The case studies depicted in figure 3b were conducted at TU-Braunschweig over two consecutive days with repetitions of experiments on both days. On the floor, locations were marked in increasing distance of 0.5m up to 4.0m. At these locations, an individual walked around or move for at least 5min for each distance and day.

We investigated the distinction between an empty environment, a person moving in 4 meters distance and a person moving closer to the mobile phone (cf. table IIa). However, when we tolerate an error of about 0.5-1m, reasonable accuracy can be achieved (cf. table IIc). Furthermore, distance to an activity can be estimated from RSSI. In conclusion, there is good potential to classify activities also in this distance so that for indoor environments a mobile phone can cover a typical room sufficiently.

In addition, we employed another equally active AP operating at the same frequency. Although the signal strength between both differed by about 10 dB, classification accuracy was comparable using packets from either AP. In addition, when features are created from RSSI information of both APs, the accuracy can be further improved (cf. table IId). We used the same features for both access points, effectively doubling the number of features for one time window.

C. Direction of Movement or Activity

To identify locations of performed activities, in addition to distance also relative direction must be distinguished. We conducted a study in the environment depicted in figure 3c in which the mobile was placed in the center of a 2m × 2m table. In parallel to the four borders of the table a subject conducted activity (walking up and down) in approximately 1m distance. In figure 3c, the regions are marked as ‘Area 1–4’. The experiment was repeated multiple times for each side and each time for at least five minutes continuously.

We then attempted to distinguish at which side the activity was performed. However, it turned out that it is hardly possible to tell this from the RSSI. We were not able to find a subset of features that would achieve reasonable accuracy with three distinct classifiers7 (cf. table III for exemplary results).

D. Detection of activity behind a door/wall

WiFi signals can traverse obstacles such as walls or doors but the signal will be damped at this occasion so that the recognition of activity based on this data might be more challenging. We distinguished activity inside or outside a room. As depicted in figure 3d, we placed the phone inside a room next to the door. Then, a person was present and moving either inside or on the other side of the door. In the third case, nobody was present in the room or outside on the corridor. For each case, RSSI samples have been recorded for at least five minutes. Table IV depicts the results. While all three cases can be distinguished, the activity conducted outside the room is indeed most confused. This is, because although there is increased fluctuation, signals are weak so that classes are more likely confused for one of the other classes which represent either stronger activity or weakly fluctuating signals.

From the results depicted in this table, we utilise a Naive Bayes classifier with 100 sample points and a Loess window of .5, a classification tree with two or more instances at its leaves and a k-NN classifier with k = 20.
The phone sampled the RSSI while the person was moving the mobile phone in its center in a distance of about 2m. As shown in figure 3c, a person walked around the table with performances of various classifiers. In the setting, we investigated the SDR-based active device-free system [20]. We account this to the fact that individuals in the room continuously have resided in the area between the AP outside the room and the window. Therefore, the impact on the WiFi packets due to blocking or damping was greater for this phone.

E. Detection of Walking Speed

Walking speed can be derived from signal strength with an SDR-based active device-free system [20]. We investigate the performance of a passive RSSI-based system. In the setup shown in figure 3c, a person walked around the table with the mobile phone in its center in a distance of about 2m. The phone sampled the RSSI while the person was moving at 0.5 m/sec, 1 m/sec, and 2 m/sec. This experiment was conducted for at least 5 minutes at each recording and repeated for each velocity twice and also clockwise and counter-clockwise. The speed was controlled autonomously by the subject. For this purpose we marked the circle with an interleaving of 1m and equipped the subject with a stopwatch so that she could adjust her speed. Best accuracy was achieved considering median, mean, minimum and standard deviation. Results are depicted in table V. All velocities can be well distinguished. The confusion is greater for velocity pairs that are closer to each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty inside outside</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 10 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 15 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 5 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Sensing Crowd

An important ingredient for context-recognition is the size of the surrounding crowd. Different sizes can indicate different situations. For instance, having a conversation between few people or listening to or giving a talk in a meeting with multiple people. We attempted to distinguish between the empty room depicted in figure 3f and the same room occupied by 1, 5 or 10 persons. In the room, two phones were placed to record the RSSI. Phone 1 is located near the entrance on a poster and discussed it or leaned over a map to plan a weekend trip. Table VI shows that this broad distinction of the number of people present is possible with reasonable accuracy. Empty room is perfectly recognised with 100% of accuracy. While different crowd sizes are confused in particular for the 5 and 10 persons, the performance is still far above random guess.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty inside outside</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 5 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 15 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 10 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Detect Activity while the Device is Carried

When the phone is carried, we expect significant noise for the recognition of situations from packets blocked by the user carrying the phone. We investigated whether RSSI can still be utilised to classify simple situations. For instance, it might be possible to derive whether a person is alone or in company. For this study, the phone was carried in the pocket of a person (cf. figure 3e). Then, the person was standing or walking alone and while another person was walking in proximity. For each class, data has been recorded for at least five minutes. Table VII depicts the results. We are well able to detect whether the person wearing the device is stationary and alone or if there is movement either by the device holder or by someone else. However, when the device holder is herself moving, the distinction of other activity is more confused.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty inside outside</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 5 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 15 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 10 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. Recognition of gestures

Finally, we considered the recognition of gestures. For this study, we placed the phone on the table as depicted in figure 2 and performed 10 single-handed gestures (figure 6). Each gesture lasted for approximately 0.4 to 0.7 seconds and was performed in a distance of about 1cm to 20cm. For two gestures, Take up and Wipe, the hand was in actual physical contact with it. Each gesture was repeated 100 times for a total of 1100 recordings of the distinct cases.

Best results have been achieved with the features mean, variance, signal peaks within 10% of the maximum and the fraction between the mean of the first and second half of a feature window. Table VIII shows the classification results. We observe that, while some gestures have a reasonable accuracy and average results are far above guess, a high confusion for other classes inhibits correct classification. In particular, the gesture Hold over can hardly be distinguished. Furthermore, some of the swiping gestures are confused. Therefore, we merged cases into a single gesture. Table IX shows two levels near the window (Phone 2) the recognition accuracy is higher. We account this to the fact that individuals in the room continuously have resided in the area between the AP outside the room and the window. Therefore, the impact on the WiFi packets due to blocking or damping was greater for this phone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty inside outside</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 5 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 15 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. truth 10 samples/s</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of merging gestures. When merging to 7 distinct gestures\(^8\) we achieve a mean accuracy of about 0.56. In the table, labels are shortened to the first two letters for space limitations. While most gestures are well recognized, especially the swipe gestures still achieve mediocre performance. When further reducing to the four gestures away, towards, no gesture and swipe by merging all swipe gestures, an average accuracy of 0.66 is achieved. This suggests that some gestures can indeed be utilised to interact with phones or other WiFi capable devices. Possible applications cover a touch-free, frictionless interface to control mobile devices also through clothes, an extended interface for wearable devices or interface-free devices in an Internet of Things.

### I. Discussion

We have investigated a passive, device-free RSSI-based activity recognition system considering several situations captured by a mobile phone. Figure 7 summarises the accuracies achieved in our case studies relative to a random classifier\(^9\) as a baseline. In general, the overall accuracy falls with increasing number of classes to distinguish. However, short of the recognition of direction, the results are far above random guess in all cases. The simple distinction of distance and three well separated situations reached best results and could be further improved by considering multiple APs or majority votes over several windows of features.

The failure in the distinction in which direction activity was performed indicates limitations of passive device-free RSSI-based recognition. Since the system has to rely on data transmitted from an AP which can be located in an arbitrary direction and the device might be in arbitrary orientation, it is hardly possible to obtain fine grained information on environmental situation. The sequence of received RSSI samples is highly bursty and of low granularity and rate. Consequently, the classes that can be distinguished are limited too. Additional studies we conducted on the recognition of further activities (sitting, standing, walking, reading, typing on a computer) could not yield a useful recognition accuracy.

However, our results show that an RSSI-based passive device-free recognition system can provide basic environmental awareness when classical phone-based recognition systems fail (e.g. when the phone is not carried on the body). In addition, for special cases such as the distinction of gestures where movement is conducted in close proximity to the device,

---

\(^8\)Hold over, Open/close, Take up and Wipe were labelled as No gesture.

\(^9\)The random Classifier takes each possible choice with equal probability.
RSSI-based passive recognition might provide an innovative ad-hoc alternative to more complex solutions.

Unfortunately, our solution requires a modified WiFi firmware, root access and is currently limited to a small set of phones. Much work is still required in order to allow operating-system supported non-root access to RSSI information in sufficient frequency.

VI. Conclusion

We have proposed and discussed the utilisation of RSSI information from mobile phones for the characterisation of situations, activities and gestures. We reported problems to be solved for the acquisition of RSSI from received packets on mobile phones and discussed the structure of the data as well as features suited for the recognition of activities and gestures.

In case studies we investigated the feasibility of RSSI-based recognition on mobile phones for multiple scenarios. Summarising, these results show that it is possible to distinguish simple activities and to some extent also gestures from RSSI fluctuation captured by a mobile phone. However, it also shows the limitations of this device-free recognition approach for instance, regarding a localisation of activities. Furthermore, the accuracies achieved stay below what would be possible with classical sensors such as accelerometers.

However, we could demonstrate, that there is a good potential to extend the perception of a phone beyond its boundaries into the environment. A recognition in distances of 4 meters is still feasible. RSSI-based recognition can cover cases where classical sensors can not provide meaningful results.

Regarding the recognition of gestures, we see a good potential to extend the interface of body-worn devices with RSSI-based gesture recognition.
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